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Abstract. We analyze theoretically the high intensity photoionization
dynamics of a system with two atomic states resonantly coupled by coherent
extreme ultraviolet laser radiation that also gives rise to the ionization. The
ground state occupation of such a system is shown to exhibit damped Rabi
oscillations. The corresponding ionization, which is responsible for the damping,
scales almost linearly with the field intensity when the pulse length exceeds the
Rabi period. For shorter pulses a quadratic scaling is found. The Rabi frequency
is shifted compared to its value for an isolated two-level system. The shift
increases with excitation intensity and can acquire a high percentage of the
unrenormalized frequency at high intensities. Analytical results obtained within
a simplified solvable model demonstrate that the damping and the shift both
result from the coupling of the discrete states to the ionization continuum and
are therefore closely related. Numerical simulations for a two-electron system
reveal at high intensities the importance of off-resonant ionization channels.
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1. Introduction
The physics of matter in highly intense extreme ultraviolet (XUV) or x-ray radiation is
profoundly different from the weak field limit as has been shown by demonstrating many
fascinating properties occurring, e.g. in the ionization dynamics at strong fields [1–8]. Many
of these phenomena can be described by rate equations, which are widely used in current
publications [9–11]. However, this picture completely breaks down in strong laser fields with
small bandwidths as demonstrated in pioneering works of Beers and Armstrong [12] and
Knight [13], where coherent Rabi oscillations are shown to accompany the ionization dynamics.
Such a scenario is also markedly different from the well known case of Rabi dynamics in
an isolated two-level system, because due to the coupling to the continuum of ionized states,
carriers can leave the resonantly coupled subsystem, which is reflected in a pronounced damping
of the Rabi oscillations [13]. Rabi oscillations are, however, not the only signatures of coherent
dynamics that affect the ionization process. For example, recent studies have revealed the impact
of quantum interference effects on the ionization dynamics [14].
Driven by the availability of a new generation of free-electron laser (FEL) sources [15, 16],
which deliver short pulses of unprecedented strength, the interest in studies of the impact of
Rabi dynamics on ionization processes has recently been renewed. In H2 molecules exposed to
intense and ultrashort vacuum ultraviolet pulses, a step-ladder Rabi oscillation mechanism has
been identified, that successively involves higher and higher vibrational states [17]. In [18] it
has been demonstrated, that Rabi oscillations suppress the ionization probability in the resonant
two-photon ionization of He by extreme ultraviolet FELs and multiphoton nonsequential
double ionization of He atoms in intense laser fields at UV wavelength has been shown to
be considerably affected by multiphoton Rabi oscillations [19]. Further, the impact of Rabi
oscillations on the resonant Auger effect in Ne atoms has been studied theoretically [20–22]
and recent experiments confirmed the predicted broadening of the Auger emission lines [23] for
stochastically emitted pulses by self-amplified spontaneous emission (SASE).
In this paper we shall demonstrate that at strong coherent driving fields, which are
accessible by seeding techniques [24], the frequency of the Rabi oscillations is considerably
renormalized and the renormalization increases with rising field strength. The effect is shown
to be due to the field induced coupling of the bound states to the continuum of ionization states.
Thus, the frequency renormalization and the ionization have the same physical origin and are
therefore closely related. Within a simplified analytically solvable model we shall make this
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Figure 1. Schematic view of a system with two discrete states performing Rabi
oscillations that compete with ionization processes. In this example, the lower
state is initially occupied by two electrons that subsequently may either stay in
the Rabi cycle with the resonantly driven upper discrete state or may escape into
the ionization continuum.
relation explicit. Numerical studies based on a one-dimensional two-electron system serve to
illustrate the analytically obtained conclusions and to discern the limits of the simplified model.
It turns out that the ionization yield scales linearly with intensity as soon as the pulse length
exceeds the Rabi period while for shorter pulses a quadratic scaling is found.
2. A generic model
A complete first principle theoretical modeling of atomic ionization dynamics is very difficult
even for atoms with only few electrons. It is, therefore, important to reduce the full many-
particle problem to a simpler easily tractable problem involving only a few most relevant
components, which allows for a clear analysis of the main points. As the prime interest of
this work is to study the dynamics of resonantly driven states where the ionization competes
with coherent Rabi oscillations, we assume that the essential physics can be captured by a
generic model, that is schematically illustrated in figure 1. The most important components of
this model are two quantum states, |G〉 and |X〉, connected with the ionization continuum |ων〉
via the dipole coupling to the external monochromatic light field of frequency ωL and with the
amplitude E0.
The model is defined by the Hamiltonian
H = H0 + HLaser (1)
with
H0 = h¯ωG|G〉〈G|+ h¯ωX |X〉〈X |+
∫ ∞
0
dω
∑
ν
h¯ω|ων〉〈νω|, (2)
where the index ν accounts for possible degeneracies of the continuum states and h¯ωG , h¯ωX
and h¯ω are the energies of the states |G〉, |X〉 and |ων〉, respectively. HLaser represents the dipole
coupling to an external laser field EE(t). Here, we shall assume a monochromatic laser with
frequency ωL operating with a constant amplitude E0 that is switched on at time t = 0, i.e.
EE(t)= θ(t) E0e−iωLt EeL + c.c., (3)
where EeL is the polarization vector of the laser field and θ(t) is the Heaviside function.
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from the ionization continuum and are driven resonantly while the laser energy h¯ωL is sufficient
to allow for a direct ionization from the upper level by a one photon process. Under these
conditions and using resonance considerations it is reasonable to assume that the dipole
couplings between the two discrete states as well as between the upper state and the continuum
are more important than those between the ground state and the continuum or those within the
continuum. Concentrating on the former and making use of the rotating wave approximation
(RWA), which keeps only resonant contributions, the Hamiltonian for the dipole coupling reads
HLaser = h¯θ(t)
[
E∗0µ
∗
0 e
iωLt |G〉〈X |+ E0µ0 e−iωLt |X〉〈G|
+
∫ ∞
0
dω
∑
ν
(E∗0µ
∗
ων e
iωLt |X〉〈νω|+ E0µων e−iωLt |ων〉〈X |)
]
, (4)
where h¯µ0 = EeL · 〈X |eEr |G〉 and h¯µων = EeL · 〈ων|eEr |X〉 are the respective dipole coupling matrix
elements with e being the electron charge. Similar models have been used for a long time
for different purposes (see e.g. [12, 13, 25, 26]) such as, e.g. the investigation of multiphoton
ionization in the optical frequency regime [12, 27].
A big advantage of our generic model is that it can be solved analytically. The solution |ψ〉
of the corresponding Schro¨dinger equation can be written as
|ψ〉 = αG e−i(ωG +δω)t |G〉+αX e−iωX t |X〉+
∫ ∞
0
dω
∑
ν
αων e
−iωt |ων〉, (5)
where δω = ωX −ωG −ωL is the detuning of the laser frequency ωL from the transition
frequency ωX −ωG between the resonantly coupled discrete states |G〉 and |X〉. Assuming that
before switching on the laser the system is in the ground state implies the initial conditions:
|αG| = 1 and αX = αων = 0 for t < 0. (6)
Inserting the representation (5) into the corresponding Schro¨dinger equation we obtain for
times t > 0 the following equations for the coefficients αG , αX and αων:
α˙G =−iE∗0µ∗0αX + iδω αG, (7a)
α˙X =−iE0µ0αG − i
∫ ∞
0
dω
∑
ν
E∗0µ
∗
ων e
i(ωL−ω+ωX )tαων, (7b)
α˙ων =−iE0µων e−i(ωL−ω+ωX )tαX . (7c)
Integrating (7c) with the initial condition αων = 0 for t < 0 leads to
αων(t)=−iE0µων
∫ t
0
dt ′ e−i(ωL−ω+ωX )t ′αX(t ′), (8)
which can be substituted into (7b) to yield
α˙X =−iE0µ0αG − |E0|2
∫ t
0
dτ γ (τ ) αX(t − τ), (9)
with γ (τ)=
∫ ∞
0
dω
∑
ν
|µων|2 ei(ωL−ω+ωX )τ . (10)
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αX (cf (7a) and (9)) with a memory represented by the function γ (τ). Performing the Laplace
transform of (7a) and (9) these equations become algebraic and can be solved easily. Recalling
the initial conditions (6) the solutions read
αG(s)= s + |E0|
2γ (s)
s2 + |E0|2[sγ (s)+ |µ0|2]− iδω[s + |E0|2γ (s)]
, (11a)
αX(s)= −iE0µ0
s2 + |E0|2[sγ (s)+ |µ0|2]− iδω[s + |E0|2γ (s)]
, (11b)
where αG(s), αX(s) and γ (s) are the Laplace transforms of the time-dependent functions αG(t),
αX(t) and γ (t), respectively.
With (11a) and (11b) a complete analytical solution of the Schro¨dinger equation defined by
the Hamiltonian in (1) has been constructed in Laplace space, without further approximations.
However, in order to understand the physical meaning of this solution it turns out to be
instructive to consider the special case of resonant driving of the transition between |G〉 and |X〉,
i.e. to set δω = 0, and to invoke the widely used Markov approximation. The latter amounts to
neglecting the memory in (9), i.e. it is assumed that γ (t) decays much faster than the typical time
scale on which changes of αX(t) take place. In this case, we can approximate αX(t − τ)' αX(t)
for all values of τ in the integral in (9) where γ (τ) is noticeable different from zero. Thus, in
the Markov approximation we neglect the memory effects and write the convolution integrals
as ∫ t
0
dτ γ (τ ) αX(t − τ)'
∫ t
0
dτ γ (τ ) αX(t)' γ0 αX(t), (12a)
with γ0 =
∫ ∞
0
dτ γ (τ ). (12b)
The extension of the upper limit of the integral to infinity in the last step should introduce
only a negligible error due to the rapid decay of γ (τ). Within this approximation γ (s) in
(11) is replaced by the constant γ0 and the inverse Laplace transformation yields the following
analytical expression for the solution for times t > 0 in the case δω = 0:
αG(t)= e−0t
[
cos(t)+
0

sin(t)
]
, (13a)
αX(t)=−i0

e−0t sin(t), (13b)
with 0 = 12 |E0|2γ0, =±
√
|0|2 −02, 0 = E0µ0. (13c)
We note in passing that the sign of  has no effect on αG and αX in (13).
The simplicity of (13) allows one to analyze the role of all the contributing processes
with ease. First, this solution predicts that the occupations of the two discrete states perform
damped Rabi oscillations. The damping of the oscillations is due to the ionization of the atom
and its rate is partly determined by 0 in (13c). This contribution to the damping rate scales
like ∝ |E0|2, which is usually considered as a signature of a single-photon ionization. However,
direct single photon ionization of the ground state is impossible in our model and a two-photon
process is needed for the ionization in leading order perturbation theory which would result
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(13) which reflects the perturbative behavior during the beginning of the first Rabi oscillation
where electrons are only transferred from the ground state |G〉 toward the bound excited state
|X〉 and finally to the continuum, i.e. for times satisfyingt  pi . For later times (13) describes
an oscillatory exchange of occupation between the bound states |G〉 and |X〉 which cannot be
captured by low order perturbation theory.
An important prediction of (13) is that the frequency of the Rabi oscillations deviates
from its value in the isolated two-level system. It is worthwhile to note that both 0 and 
in (13) are complex quantities and, therefore, they both contribute to the decay as well as to
the renormalization of the oscillation frequency. According to (13c) the deviation of  from
its value |0| for the isolated two-level system is expressed explicitly in terms of 0. Thus, 0
determines both the damping and the frequency renormalization which is the formal expression
for the fact that both features have the same physical origin, namely the dipole coupling to the
ionization continuum.
Noting that |0| and 0 follow different power laws with respect to the field amplitude
|E0| the relative importance of the two contributions to the root =±
√
|0|2 −02 depends
on the field strength. In order to further illustrate this fact it is instructive to consider the
limiting cases of low, |γ0 E0|2  4|µ0|2, and high, |γ0 E0|2  4|µ0|2, intensities. In the former
case expanding (13c) with respect to the small parameter λ= |γ0 E0|2/(4|µ0|2) gives
≈±
(
|0| − γ
2
0
8
|E0|3
|µ0|
)
, (14)
i.e. for low intensities the shift of the Rabi frequency scales like ∝ |E0|3. Following (13c) the
leading order of the damping rate is ∝ |E0|2, while the next order correction is obtained by
taking the imaginary part of (14), which gives a correction ∝ |E0|3. One can see that in this
limit, larger field intensities lead to a stronger ionization as well as to a larger renormalization
of the Rabi frequency. A similar dependence on the dipole couplings to the continuum follows
from equations (10), (12b) and (13c), namely an increase in the coupling constants µων leads to
larger damping rates and frequency shifts.
In the opposite limit of high intensities we obtain from (13c) by keeping the leading and
next to leading order contributions in an expansion with respect to 1/λ:
≈±i
(
0− |µ0|
2
γ0
)
. (15)
Substituting (15) into (13a) we find asymptotically for large |E0| the prediction
αG(t)≈ e−
|µ0|2
|γ0|2
γ ∗0 t , (16)
i.e. the dynamics of the ground state occupation loses its oscillatory character, becoming a
monotonically decaying function with a rate that is independent on the intensity. Therefore,
equations (13) predict a saturation of the intensity dependences at larger fields.
3. Numerical results
The generic model developed so far applies to many specific situations as many different atomic
systems support Rabi oscillations between two discrete states in competition to single photon
ionization from the upper level. In this section we shall discuss specifically the case of a model
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7system with two laser driven electrons in an atomic potential that exhibits two bound states
which can be resonantly coupled by the laser, i.e. a situation where the results of our generic
model are supposed to be applicable. The purpose of this discussion is twofold. Firstly, we
would like to illustrate the intensity dependence of the ionization and the accompanying shift
of the Rabi frequency. Currently, e.g. at FLASH intensities of the order ≈1013–1014 W cm−2
are used in experiments [28, 29] while measurements at the Linac Coherent Light Source are
reported with I ≈ 1016 W cm−2 [30]. Intensities of the same order have also been reached by the
FERMI FEL in Trieste where recently the first operation with externally seeded, longitudinally
coherent XUV pulses has been reported [24].
We have simulated a range of intensities starting at the low end at about≈1010 W cm−2 and
going up to values between ≈1015 W cm−2 and ≈1016 W cm−2. Thus, our simulations cover a
range of intensities that is typical for current experiments. Second, the approximations implicit
in the formulation of the Hamiltonian (1), that were needed in order to have a generic model
that is analytically solvable, will be abandoned here. Comparing full numerical results with
calculations along the lines of the previous section enables us to discern the strengths and
weaknesses of the analytical results found above.
3.1. Non-interacting electrons
At first we shall neglect the interaction between the electrons and in order to further reduce the
numerical complexity we concentrate on one space dimension. This model is simple enough
to allow for a full numerical treatment as well as for the calculation of all energies and matrix
elements needed in order to perform calculations based on our analytical formulae. With these
assumptions the Hamiltonian for this model can be written in real space as
He =
2∑
j=1
Hs(x j) (17)
with the single particle Hamiltonian
Hs(x)=− h¯
2
2m
∂2
∂x2
+ V (x)+ e E(t) x, (18)
where m is the electron mass. For the atomic potential we choose
V (x)= −V0√
x2 + κ2
, (19)
which is widely used in the literature [7, 31]4. Usually, one-dimensional models are considered
in order to obtain a simple model where the interaction between the electrons can also be
accounted for. For such a system, a standard way to fix the parameters V0 and κ is to identify
V0 with the core charge Z , which guarantees the same asymptotic for |x | →∞ as in the
three-dimensional case and to set κ = 1 in atomic units, which removes the singularity on
the scale of the core radius. In order to facilitate the comparison of calculations, where we
neglect the electron–electron interaction, with the interacting system, we have adjusted the
parameters V0 and κ in the former case such that the ground state energy and the first ionization
potential are similar to those derived with interaction and the standard choice of parameters.
4 In our calculations we also make use of the complex absorbing potential approach in order to realize absorbing
boundaries [32].
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8This is achieved by setting V0 = 1.8RYaBohr and κ = 0.73aBohr, with RY being the Rydberg
constant and aBohr the Bohr radius. The energies of the two orbitals with lowest energies of the
corresponding stationary single electron Schro¨dinger equation then turn out to be EG =−21 eV
and EX =−7 eV, respectively. It should be noted, that different from the assumption in our
generic model this potential supports a Rydberg like series of bound states [31] in addition to
the two lowest states.
The laser field is taken to be the one-dimensional analogue of EE(t) in (3), i.e.
E(t)= θ(t) E0 e−iωLt + c.c. (20)
As the electrons are non-interacting the two-electron wave function ψ is a single Slater-
determinant for all times. Assuming that the system is initially in the ground state it is given
by the singlet state
ψ(x1,σ1; x2,σ2,t)= ϕ(x1,t)ϕ(x2,t)(δσ1↑δσ2↓− δσ2↑δσ1↓)√
2
. (21)
Here, the orbital ϕ(x, t) solves the single particle time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation (TDSE)
ih¯ϕ˙(x,t)= Hs(x)ϕ(x,t) (22)
with the initial condition ϕ(x, t)|t=0 = ϕG(x), where ϕG is the single particle ground state
wave function. Expanding ϕ(x, t) in the eigenbasis of Hs yields equations of motion for the
coefficients that can be reduced to (7) when four approximations are made: (i) direct dipole
couplings from the ground state to the continuum are neglected, (ii) dipole couplings between
continuum states are disregarded, (iii) only the two lowest bound states are kept and (iv) the
RWA is applied. Thus, by calculating all remaining dipole matrix elements we are able to
construct the memory function γ (τ) (cf (10)) for the present model and from this we can
derive the parameter γ0 (cf (12b)), which in turn fully determines the solution in the Markov
approximation given in (13). The comparison of results derived in this way from (13) with a
direct numerical solution of (22) in real space will therefore provide insights into the role of
the approximations (i)–(iv) combined with the Markov approximation. As a further option, with
γ (τ) at hand we can avoid the Markov approximation and fully account for the memory by
solving directly (7a) and (9). This allows us to separate the influences of the approximations
(i)–(iv) from the impact of the Markov approximation.
Shown in figure 2 is the occupation of the two-electron ground state for three different
intensities as a function of time. Results of a direct numerical solution of (22) in real space
(blue solid lines) are compared with calculations where the approximations (i)–(iv) are invoked
(red dashed dotted lines or circles). Also shown are curves representing the Markov limit of the
latter (green dotted lines or crosses).
At an intensity of I = 3.52× 1012 W cm−2 (figure 2(a)), all three levels of the theory give
practically the same result, namely weakly damped Rabi oscillations with essentially a single
frequency. Increasing the intensity to I = 1.27× 1014 W cm−2 (figure 2(b)) the oscillations are
faster and the damping is stronger, as expected. Although the results of the three different
simulations are still very close to each other, first deviations of the two approximate simulations
from the full numerical solution are visible, while the Markov approximation seems to
have still little impact at this intensity. Only when the intensity is further increased to I =
1.41× 1015 W cm−2 (figure 2(c)) the Markov approximation predicts systematically a weaker
damping, i.e. less ionization, and faster oscillations than calculations that keep the memory.
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Figure 2. Ground state occupation for a system of two non-interacting electrons
calculated for three intensities I as indicated and different levels of the theory:
full numerical solution of the Schro¨dinger equation (blue solid line), using the
generic model where only resonant contributions to the dynamics are kept (red
dashed dotted line or circles) and applying the Markov approximation to the
latter, i.e. using (13a) (green dotted line or crosses).
It is remarkable, however, that both approximate approaches deviate much less from each other
than from the full solution. The ionization derived from the latter is much stronger and also
the frequency is noticeably lower. In addition, high frequency modulations show up in the full
solution that are superimposed on the decaying Rabi oscillation. These additional modulations
are due to the parts of the laser driving that are neglected in the RWA. In the rotating frame
associated with the Bloch sphere of the two discrete levels these parts provide an off-resonant
driving with twice the laser frequency which at high intensities gives rise to fast modulations on
top of the Rabi flops.
Finally, we note that although our analytically solvable model captures qualitatively most
of the features of the full numerical solution, quantitatively it comes to its limits of validity
before reaching the high intensity regime, where according to (16) the ground state occupation
should exhibit an intensity independent decay without oscillations. Obviously, the processes
neglected by the approximations (i)–(iv) have a noticeable impact at elevated intensities.
Direct off-resonant dipole couplings from the ground state to the continuum (neglected in
approximation (i)) will increase the ionization. The main effect of couplings within the
continuum is to promote electrons that have been transferred by the laser to states less than one
photon energy h¯ωL above the continuum threshold to higher energies. This reduces the Pauli
blocking for subsequent single ionization processes and also reduces the recapture probability.
Therefore, also using approximation (ii) will lead to a reduction of the resulting ionization.
Keeping all bound states opens further off-resonant ionization channels. Thus, approximation
(iii) reduces the ionization as well. Finally, the RWA (approximation (iv)) suppresses the fast
modulations seen in the full simulation and also neglects some off-resonant ionization channels.
These considerations qualitatively explain the tendencies seen in figure 2(c). It is, however,
remarkable how strong the increase of the ionization due to off-resonant processes actually
is although here we have considered Fourier-limited excitations that are spectrally narrow
compared with SASE pulses of the same duration.
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Figure 3. (a) Ground state occupation for a system of two interacting electrons
calculated by a full numerical solution of the Schro¨dinger equation for two
intensities I as indicated. (b) Fourier transform of the curve in (a) for I = 1.27×
1014 W cm−2. Panel (c) same as (b) but calculated without electron–electron
interaction.
3.2. Interacting electrons
It will turn out to be instructive to compare the dynamics of non-interacting electrons with
simulations where the electron–electron interaction is accounted for. For a system of two one-
dimensional electrons such simulations are easily done by adding the potential
−12 V (x1−x2) (23)
to the Hamiltonian He in (17) and solving numerically the corresponding two-dimensional
Schro¨dinger equation. For calculations with electron–electron interaction we shall use the
standard parametrization of the potential [7, 31] discussed before, i.e. we set V0 = 2 and κ = 1
in atomic units.
At first sight, the ground state dynamics with and without electron–electron interaction
are very similar as can be seen by comparing the results without interaction in figure 2 with
corresponding curves where the interaction has been taken into account in figure 3(a). Also
in the latter case, we see damped Rabi oscillations where with rising intensity the damping
increases and the oscillations become faster. The intensities used for the simulation shown in
figure 3(a) are high enough that the fast modulations due to non-RWA contributions to the
dynamics are clearly visible.
A more detailed picture is obtained by taking the Fourier transform of these time traces.
These are displayed in figures 3(b) and (c) and reveal rich spectra that differ for interacting and
non-interacting calculations. In both cases there is a single dominant peak in the spectrum which
corresponds to the main oscillation in the time domain. We shall refer to the corresponding
frequency as the Rabi frequency and denote it by R. The different values for R with and
without interaction reflect the change of the dipole matrix element for the transition between
the bound states when the interaction is accounted for. The spectra exhibit further features at
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twice the laser frequency ωL with satellites at 2ωL ±R. These features stem from non-RWA
type contributions. Interestingly, the spectrum calculated without electron–electron interaction
comprises an additional peak at 2R and additional satellites at 2ωL ± 2R. Formally, these
extra peaks arise because the two-electron wave function without interaction is a product of
single particle wave functions ϕ(x, t) (cf (21)). Therefore, the occupation of the ground state
of the two-electron system is given by |α(s)G (t)|4, where α(s)G is the projection of ϕ(x, t) on the
single particle ground state ϕG(x). As the dynamics of α(s)G is of the type discussed within our
generic model for the amplitude αG , taking the fourth power of |α(s)G (t)| instead of the square,
brings in the higher harmonics of R. In order to understand why these higher harmonics are
absent when the electron–electron interaction is present, we recall that the product structure
of the two-particle wave function in (21) expresses the fact that the two electrons evolve
independently under the action of the laser. In particular, this implies that the wave function
comprises contributions where both electrons are in the upper excited single particle state, which
is a localized state. However, the energy for promoting both electrons into the upper discrete
state is higher than the energy needed for a single electron ionization. Thus, in a system with
electron–electron interaction an excitation with two localized electrons with an energy above
the ionization threshold cannot be stable and consequently dissolves as part of the ionization
continuum. As a consequence, in the system with interaction it is the two-particle state that is
well represented in the form given by (5) while without interaction this representation applies to
the single particle wave function ϕ(x, t) which according to (21) enters the two-particle wave
function twice as a factor. Therefore, with interaction the ground state occupation essentially
behaves like the square of the absolute value of the generic amplitude αG in (13a) while without
interaction it enters in the fourth power.
In order to quantify the intensity dependence of the Rabi frequency we have calculated
spectra as shown in figures 3(b) and (c) for different intensities and extracted R. We have also
determined the full-width-at-half-maximum 0R of the peak at R as a measure of the decay
of the Rabi oscillations. 0R and R are displayed in figure 4 as functions of the intensity
for calculations with and without electron–electron interaction. As a further comparison we
have extracted the same quantities for the analytical model corresponding to non-interacting
electrons both with and without Markov approximation. In all cases 0R rises almost strictly
linearly with intensity over a large intensity range. Within the Markov limit of our generic
model (cf (13)) we have found that according to (16) this rise should eventually saturate at
high intensities. However, instead of a saturation we find from figure 4 that the solution of
the Schro¨dinger equation predicts a damping that actually rises super-linearly. Also, when the
Markov approximation is not invoked in our solvable model a tendency for a stronger than linear
increase of 0 with intensity is found, which is, however, not as pronounced as in the full solution
of the Schro¨dinger equation. Only the Markovian result still rises almost linearly with I over the
whole studied intensity range which is in accordance with the expansion (14) as the smallness
parameter λ is even at I = 1015 W cm−2 still below 1%. Figure 4 also nicely illustrates that the
increasing ionization is accompanied by a larger deviation of the Rabi frequency from its value
|0| for an isolated two-level system. With and without interaction we find a reduction of the
Rabi frequency which for the interacting system and intensities of the order of I & 1015 W cm−2
reaches only ∼75% of its unrenormalized value. It turns out that the dipole coupling to the
continuum is stronger for the interacting system and thus we find a larger ionization than in
simulations without electron–electron interaction. The fact, that in accordance with our analysis
for the generic model also the shift of the Rabi frequency is larger with than without interaction,
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Figure 4. (a) Damping and (b) effective frequency of the Rabi-oscillations
normalized to the Rabi frequency of an isolated two-level system |0| as a
function of the intensity I for a two electron system with (light blue dashed
dotted lines) or without (blue solid lines) electron–electron interaction, using the
generic model for the non-interacting case that keeps only resonant contributions
(red dotted lines) and applying the Markov approximation to the latter (green
dashed lines).
corroborates our conclusion that the ionization strength and the magnitude of the shift are
related because both arise from the same physical mechanism, i.e. the coupling of the upper
discrete state to the ionization continuum. We find over the whole range of intensities studied
here that both the damping and the shift exhibit in parallel a monotonic non-saturating increase
that persists also for high intensities that are out of the range of validity of the generic model.
Interestingly, the magnitude of the shift is strongly enhanced by non-Markovian parts of the
dynamics as well as by off-resonant contributions. Indeed, the shift predicted by our analytical
model in the Markov limit is hardly visible on the scale shown in figure 4. Abandoning the
Markov approximation it becomes noticeable and accounting in addition for off-resonant parts
of the dynamics it acquires a remarkable size, especially in the case with electron–electron
interaction.
3.3. Impact of Rabi oscillations on the ionization dynamics
Transferring electrons back and forth between discrete localized levels—as done in a Rabi
oscillation—does, of course, not directly contribute to the ionization, because the carriers that
stay in the Rabi cycle do not leave the atom. Nevertheless, the ionization is affected by Rabi
oscillations as it is much easier for an electron to escape the atom from the upper than from the
lower level. In order to illustrate this effect we have calculated the ionization probability PI by
identifying
PI = 1− Pbound, (24)
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or quadratic intensity scaling as a reference, while arrows indicate the intensity
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where Pbound is the total probability to occupy one of the localized bound states after the laser
excitation has ended. Here, a two-electron state is counted as bound, when both electrons
are localized to the atom5, i.e. PI includes the ionization probability for single and double
ionization. Plotted in figure 5(a) is PI versus the intensity for three different pulse durations. The
calculations have been performed for the model of two non-interacting electrons introduced in
section 3.1.
For high enough intensities we observe that PI grows almost linearly with intensity until
it eventually saturates. Such a linear scaling has also been measured in recent experiments
on the single ionization of He where the photon energy covered the 1s2p and 1s3p resonant
transitions [33]. At these intensities the ionization reflects the escape of carriers from the atom
averaged over one or more Rabi cycles. This loss gives rise to the damping of the Rabi oscillation
that has been shown in the previous subsections to scale linearly with intensity. The linear
scaling manifests the fact that in each Rabi cycle the main flow of carriers away from the atom
occurs when the atom occupies the upper discrete state from which the ionization can take place
as a single photon process. Here, the Rabi oscillation between the two resonantly driven states
provides over a cycle an average occupation of the upper level from which the single photon
ionization can start. Averaged over a cycle the Rabi flops do, however, not introduce a significant
modification of the intensity scaling.
In contrast, when the intensity is lowered such that within the duration τpulse of the pulse
less than the first half cycle is completed, i.e. when the pulse area A =Rτpulse < pi , then
the occupation of the upper level rises monotonically with intensity. As a result the observed
ionization being a two-step process composed of the Rabi rotation to the upper level followed by
the single photon ionization exhibits an intensity scaling that is affected by both of these partial
processes. This can also be seen explicitly within our generic model where the low laser power
behavior can be obtained by calculating PI with the help of the solution (13) and expanding the
5 For non-interacting electrons this condition coincides with the requirement that both electrons occupy a bound
single electron state.
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result with respect to E0. In this way it is easily verified that at low intensities PI scales like
∝ I 2. Indeed, comparing with a strict quadratic scaling (indicated as a gray line in figure 5(a))
it is seen that our numerical results for PI follow the quadratic rise to a good approximation
almost up to the intensity that corresponds to the pulse area A = pi (marked by arrows in
figure 5(a)). A similar crossover from a quadratic to an almost linear scaling of PI has been found
previously for a discrete three-level model where a complex valued energy has been assigned
to the uppermost state to simulate the particle escape from the atom [18]. Within this model
simulations have been presented in [18] for a fixed pulse duration. The interpretation that the
regime of linear scaling should be reached when one or more Rabi cycles are completed within
the duration of the pulse suggests that the crossover between quadratic and linear scaling should
depend crucially on the pulse length. This is, indeed, seen in figure 5(a). It is also worthwhile to
note that while in an isolated two-level system the pulse length τpulse and the amplitude E0 enter
the resonant Rabi signal not independently but only via the pulse area A = |µ0 E0|τpulse, this is
no longer true here as can be seen, e.g. from the solution (13). As a consequence, the intensity
dependent signals plotted in figure 5(a) for different pulse durations are not just rescaled curves
of identical shape (as would be true for an isolated two-level system). By varying τpulse and I as
independent parameters it is thus possible to control to some extend the interplay between the
ionization process and the Rabi oscillation.
Figure 5 also reveals that superimposed on the approximate power law behavior are
modulations that obviously result from the non-monotonic variation of the occupation of the
upper resonantly coupled bound state due to the Rabi oscillations. More direct access to the
Rabi oscillations can be obtained by extracting the ionization probability for fixed intensities as
a function of the pulse duration. As seen in figure 5(b) such signals exhibit clear modulations
with the Rabi frequency R and thus in principle allow for an extraction of R from ionization
signals. The ionization increases steeply during time intervals where the upper bound state is
significantly occupied while only little extra ionization takes place otherwise.
Before closing, we would like to emphasize that our generic analysis is not restricted to the
one-dimensional models that we have used for illustration purposes. We therefore expect that
generic features such as the shift of the Rabi frequency or the pulse duration dependent crossover
from a quadratic to a linear intensity scaling of the ionization probability should occur also in
realistic three-dimensional models where two resonantly driven discrete states are exposed to
photoionization.
4. Conclusions
We have theoretically investigated the dynamics of systems where two discrete atomic states
are resonantly coupled by a strong coherent laser field that in addition to driving the transition
between these states can also ionize the atom. The competition between Rabi oscillations and
ionization leads to pronounced differences compared with both the Rabi oscillations within an
isolated two-level system and the ionization without the resonantly coupled intermediate level.
The ground state occupation is shown to exhibit damped Rabi oscillations. The damping turns
out to increase almost linearly with the laser intensity over a wide intensity range. The increase
of the damping with rising intensity is shown to be accompanied by a shift of the Rabi frequency
compared with its value for an isolated two-level system, which also increases with increasing
intensity.
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The damping and the frequency renormalization are both due to the coupling of the two
discrete levels to the ionization continuum. Being of the same physical origin provides a close
relation between these features which was explicitly derived within a simplified analytically
solvable model. Comparing the analytical results with numerical simulations for a two-electron
system revealed for high intensities the importance of off-resonant couplings that were neglected
in the simplified model. Furthermore, also the Markov approximation is shown to come to its
limits at elevated intensities and often neglected memory effects gain in importance. In addition,
simulations with and without electron–electron interactions demonstrate a qualitative impact
of the interaction on the dynamics that manifests itself in additional harmonics of the Rabi-
frequency in the time evolution of the ground state occupation that occur when the interaction is
neglected. The simulations also demonstrate that the qualitative behavior of the damping and the
frequency renormalization with respect their intensity dependences is practically not affected by
the interaction.
Finally, the ionization probability is shown to exhibit a pulse length dependent crossover
from a quadratic intensity scaling that would be expected from perturbative arguments for a two-
photon ionization to an almost linear intensity dependence. The crossover sets in roughly when
one or more Rabi cycles can be completed within the pulse duration. The simulations suggest
that features like the shift of the Rabi frequency or the crossover in the intensity scaling of the
ionization probability are generic features of ionization processes that proceed via a resonantly
driven intermediate level.
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